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Abstract 
 

One of the major components in an automobile engine is the throttle valve part. It is used to keep up with emissions 
and fuel efficiency low. Design a control system to 
technology. The non-smoothness nonlinearity in throttle valve model are due to the friction model and the nonlinear 
spring, the uncertainty in system parameters and non
designing a throttle plate controller. 

In this work, the theory of the Integral Sliding Mode Control (ISMC) is utilized to design a robust controller for the 
Electronic Throttle Valve (ETV) system. From the first 
the nominal system model, this model is not affected by system parameters uncertainty and the non
nonlinearities. This is a consequence of applying the integral sliding mode control. 
first is the nominal control which is used to control the nominal system, while the second is a discontinuous part which 
is used to eliminate the effects of the parameters uncertainty and the non
These features for the ISMC are proved mathematically and demonstrated numerically via seven numerical simulations 
and for different desired trajectories.  The simulation results clarify that for different system parameters, the ETV 
behaves as a nominal system. This enables to freely and precisely select the system response characteristics and the time 
required for the throttle angle to reach the desired value. Moreover the ability to deal with the chattering problem is 
demonstrated through the worked  simulation tests, where the chattering is eliminated via approximating the signum 
function by arc tan function. 
 
Keywords: Electronic throttle valve, Nonlinear spring model, Integral sliding mode control, Non
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

One of the key components in an automobile 
engine is the throttle valve part. Throttle valve 
consists of a throttle plate, a motor causes the 
plate to rotate in angular position and return 
spring. The joint between the motor and the 
throttle plate is considered rigid. The opening 
angle of a throttle plate allows the air to flow to 
the engine. Its function is to adjust the air
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One of the major components in an automobile engine is the throttle valve part. It is used to keep up with emissions 
and fuel efficiency low. Design a control system to the throttle valve is newly common requirement trend in automotive 

smoothness nonlinearity in throttle valve model are due to the friction model and the nonlinear 
spring, the uncertainty in system parameters and non-satisfying the matching condition are the main obstacles when 

In this work, the theory of the Integral Sliding Mode Control (ISMC) is utilized to design a robust controller for the 
Electronic Throttle Valve (ETV) system. From the first instant, the electronic throttle valve dynamics is represented by 
the nominal system model, this model is not affected by system parameters uncertainty and the non
nonlinearities. This is a consequence of applying the integral sliding mode control. The ISMC consists of two part; the 
first is the nominal control which is used to control the nominal system, while the second is a discontinuous part which 
is used to eliminate the effects of the parameters uncertainty and the non-smooth nonlinearities fro
These features for the ISMC are proved mathematically and demonstrated numerically via seven numerical simulations 
and for different desired trajectories.  The simulation results clarify that for different system parameters, the ETV 

as a nominal system. This enables to freely and precisely select the system response characteristics and the time 
required for the throttle angle to reach the desired value. Moreover the ability to deal with the chattering problem is 

the worked  simulation tests, where the chattering is eliminated via approximating the signum 
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One of the key components in an automobile 
Throttle valve 

consists of a throttle plate, a motor causes the 
plate to rotate in angular position and return 

joint between the motor and the 
throttle plate is considered rigid. The opening 
angle of a throttle plate allows the air to flow to 
he engine. Its function is to adjust the air–fuel 

ratio during combustion by changing the opening 
angle of the valve plate, through which there 
exists airflow. Engine efficiency and emissions 
are affected by the control of the throttle plate, in 
particular its angular position. Depending on the 
current engine load, the angular position must 
track a trajectory as determined by the accelerator 
[1]. The electronic throttling valve is shown in 
Figure (1). 
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smoothness nonlinearity in throttle valve model are due to the friction model and the nonlinear 
ing condition are the main obstacles when 

In this work, the theory of the Integral Sliding Mode Control (ISMC) is utilized to design a robust controller for the 
instant, the electronic throttle valve dynamics is represented by 

the nominal system model, this model is not affected by system parameters uncertainty and the non-smooth 
The ISMC consists of two part; the 

first is the nominal control which is used to control the nominal system, while the second is a discontinuous part which 
smooth nonlinearities from system model. 

These features for the ISMC are proved mathematically and demonstrated numerically via seven numerical simulations 
and for different desired trajectories.  The simulation results clarify that for different system parameters, the ETV 

as a nominal system. This enables to freely and precisely select the system response characteristics and the time 
required for the throttle angle to reach the desired value. Moreover the ability to deal with the chattering problem is 

the worked  simulation tests, where the chattering is eliminated via approximating the signum 
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ratio during combustion by changing the opening 
angle of the valve plate, through which there 
exists airflow. Engine efficiency and emissions 
are affected by the control of the throttle plate, in 

its angular position. Depending on the 
current engine load, the angular position must 
track a trajectory as determined by the accelerator 
[1]. The electronic throttling valve is shown in 
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Fig. 1. Electronic throttle valve [2]. 
 
 

The electronic throttle valve is an 
electromechanical system with a DC motor as the 
actuating torque provider. Due to the presence of 
the non-smooth nonlinearities in the electronic 
throttle valve system model and the uncertainty in 
system model parameters the objective of 
designing a successful controller is a challenging 
problem. Moreover these nonlinearities and the 
uncertainty in system model do not lie in the 
control input channel which adds another problem 
named as the matching condition.  

Many authors used the sliding mode control 
theory for controlling the throttle control system. 
All of them overcome the main problem (model 
nonlinearity) using sliding mode control theory as 
a robust tool with respect to uncertainty and 
nonlinearities in system model. Due to the 
existence of nonlinearities including stick–slip 
friction, backlash, and a discontinuous nonlinear 
spring, the sliding mode control theory is utilized 
to design a robust controller that will force the 
throttle angle to follow the desired trajectory [3]. 

Mercorelli [1] show the robustness of the 
tracking the desired angle, is addressed using a 
minimum variance control approach. This paper 
presents feasible real-time self-tuning of an 
approximated proportional derivative PD 
regulator. The saturation function for the 
proportional and the integral terms in the control 
law  was used by AL-Samarraie  [3]  to force the 
state to slide along the switching manifold. The 
benefit of nonlinear integral term is to remove the 
chattering  and to minimize the steady state error 
that happened due to the existence of the external 
disturbances. AL-Samarraie and Abbas [4] show 
the effectiveness of using a nonlinear PID 
controller to force the throttle angle to track the 
desired reference. The result showed the ability of 
the nonlinear PID controller to work in the 
complete system model without simplification and 

showed that the controller is robust to the 
variations of system parameters. 

An observer-based sliding-mode controller 
with specific transient response for the ETV 
system was designed by Nakano et. al., [5]. By 
using a function-augmented sliding hyper-plane, it 
is ensured that the output tracking error converges 
to zero in a finite time. Based on a dynamic 
LuGre model to represent friction effects, Witty 
et. al.,  [6] developed a dynamic model for an 
electronic throttle valve. An adaptive pulse 
controller is applied to achieve precise throttle 
positioning. Horn et. al., [7]  use two control 
strategies, the integral sliding-mode controller as 
well as the super-twisting algorithm, that, once 
tuned, they lead to accurate tracking interpretation 
over the whole range of process. A harmony 
search algorithm-based fuzzy-PID controller for 
electronic throttle valve was used by Wang et. al., 
[8] to improve the responsiveness of ETC. The 
controller gains are identified by using fuzzy 
rules. 

The model of the ETV is improved and the 
discrete-time sliding mode controller together 
with the sliding mode observer is designed 
Ozguner  et. al., [9], to control the ETV which 
show the successful rejection of the parameter 
uncertainty and external disturbance. Dagci et. 
al.,  [10] recover non-smooth nonlinearities, stick-
slip friction, a nonlinear spring and gear backlash, 
to design robust controller to control the ETV.          
Pan et. al., [11] utilize a Variable Structure (VS) 
controller based on  Backstepping approach and a 
sliding mode observer with equivalent control to 
design a controller for  the ETV. It has been 
proved that in spite of existing non-smooth 
nonlinearities and unmatched parameter 
uncertainty the (VS) controller with the observer 
guaranteed accurate tracking to reference angle 
[11]. 

The main challenging problems in designing a 
controller for the electronic throttle valve are; a) 
the non-smooth nonlinearity in its model due to 
the friction model and the nonlinear spring, b) the 
uncertainty in system model parameters and c) the 
electronic throttle valve model does not satisfy the 
matching condition. The first and second 
problems can be solved via the sliding mode 
control method, since it can deal with these types 
of non-smooth nonlinearity in affecting system 
behavior. The third problem which is frequently 
arises in the electromechanical system where the 
uncertainty in system model and the disturbances 
does not appear in the control channel. 

The performance of the ETV control system is 
the main goal behind the works presented above. By 
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performance we mean the dynamic characteristics of 
the throttle angle response where it is required to 
reach the desired value without overshot and with 
minimum time. To do that the integral sliding mode 
controller is utilized in this work to precisely force 
the throttle angle to follow the desired value with 
desired dynamic characteristics from the first instant 
and desired time period required to reach the 
reference value. 

 
 

2. Mathematical Model 
 

The mathematical model for the electronic 
throttle valve which considered in the present 
work is taken from reference [11]. In terms of the 
valve plate position θ,	 the rotor angular 
velocity	ω, and the current i  induced  through the 
dc motor windings, the electronic throttle valve 
mathematical model is given by [11]; 
 

� �� = ��	
�	��																																																								� = 	− ��������  +	 ������ � − 
���� ���� − 
���� ��������� = − ���  − �� � +	
�  																																													!"#
"$

                

                                                                     …(1) 

Where u  is the input voltage to the dc motor, T&�ω� and T'(�θ� are the stick–slip friction torque 
and the nonlinear spring torque respectively. The 
frictional torque and the nonlinear spring torque 
are plotted in Figs, (2) and (3) respectively and 
defined mathematically as follows [11]; 

���� = ) *�,					 > 0														0,						 = 0												−*�,					 < 0															� 	 = *�		/01��                                         
                                                                       …(2)                                                 
And   	������ =														2				3 + 4
�� − �5�		�6					�5 < � < �789−3 −4
��5 − ��		�6					�7:; < � < �5 � 																									= 4
�� − �5� + 3	/01�� − �5�  
                                                                      …(3) 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Coulomb friction [11]. 

 
 

Fig. 3.  Nonlinear spring [11]. 
 
 

The physical parameters that appear in the 
mathematical model are defined in Table (1). 

 
Table  1, 
ETV parameters [11]. 

Parameters Definition �	
 Gear ratio of the intermediate gear 
to the pinion gear �	� Sector gear ratio to the intermediate 
gear <=5= The total ETV system damping >=5= The total ETV system inertia �= Motor torque constant �? Motor back emf constant @ Motor inductance A Motor resistance *� Positive constant in Coulomb 
friction 3 Spring offset 4
 Spring gain 4� Spring limit stop gain �789 Spring maximum position �7:; Spring minimum position �5 Spring default position 

 
 
To write the ETV model in state space form, 
define  B
 = � , B� = �� = ��	
�	��, and BC = �. Accordingly the ETV model, as given in 
equation (1), is written as follows; 
 

� B�
 =	B�																																																									B�� =	D�
�B
 − B
5� +	D��B� +	D�CxC−µ/01�B�� − F/01�B
 − B
5�		B�C =	DC�B� +	DCCBC + GC 																				H           

                                                                       …(4) 
Where the state space model parameters are 
  D�
 = �IJ�IK���� 4
 ,     D�� = − ��������  ,    
 D�C =	�IJ�IK������  ,   	µ = �IJ�IK���� *� ,   
  F = �IJ�IK���� 3,     	DC� = − ����IJ�IK  ,  
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 DCC = − �� ,      and    GC = 
�. 
 

 
For these parameters, the maximum and 

minimum values are given in Table (2)  [2]. 
 

Table 2,  
The maximum and minimum ETV parameters 
values [2]. LMNMOPQPNR OSTSOMU VMUWP 

OMXSOMU VMUWP 
WTSQP 

D�
 −69 −95 1//� D�� −32 −54 1// D�C 242.424 250 b. /	/cDd. e04� DC� −20 −25 b. /	/cDd.H DCC −1300 −2125 Ω/f GC 1000 1250 1/f F 143.5 157 cDd//� h 57 76 cDd//� �5 0.095 0.095 cDd 
 

To simplify the ETV model, the motor 
inductance L is ignored (i.e., by considering L ≈0). Accordingly the throttle valve system model in 
equation (10) (4) is reduced to a system with 
lower dimension as can be noted in the following 
steps: 

 k 
lmn B�C 	= k8mKlm n B� + k8mmlm n BC +  ,  k 
lmn = @ ∴ 0 ≈ k8mKlm n B� + k8mmlm n BC +    for  @ ≈ 0 

Where k8mKlm n and k8mmlm n are finite values since GC 

occurs in both DC� and DCC. Now solving for BC 
yields: BC = −k8mK8mmn B� − k lm8mmn                           …(5)                                                             

Substituting the value of BC from equation (5) into 
equation (4), yields: 

�B�
 = B�																																																																B�� = −D
�B
 − B
5� − D�B� + G 																−h/01�B�� − F/01�B
 − B
5�		 p…(6)                                                                              

where  D
 = −D�
, D� = −qD�� − D�C k8mK8mmnr and  

G = −D�C k lm8mmn . By writing equation (6) as a 

nominal and perturbation term, we get;  �B
� = B�																																																															B�� = −D
;�B
 − B
5� − D�;B� + G; + ds         …(7)                                                     

where the subscript 1 refers to the nominal 
parameters values and: d = −∆D
�B
 − B
5� − ∆D�B� + ∆G 																									−h/01�B�� − F/01�B
 − B
5� …(8) 
 

is the collection of  the non-smooth nonlinearity 
and the uncertainty in system model. Namely it 

consists of µ/01�� + F/01�B
 − B
5� as non-
smooth discontinuities due to Coulomb friction 
and nonlinear spring and  ∆D
�B
 − B
5� +∆D�B� + ∆G  is due to uncertainties in system 
parameters. In addition the model parameters 
related to their nominal values by the following 
inequalities; |D
 − D
;| = |∆D
| < v8J,  |D� − D�;| = |∆D�| < v8K , |G − G;| = |∆G| < vl ,					|F − F;| = |∆F| < vw , 	xµ − µ;x = |∆µ| < vµ 

In these inequalities v� � represent the bound 
for maximum uncertainty for the parameters. The 
parameters of equation (6) are given in Table (3) 
below with maximum uncertainty v for each of 
them. 

 
Table 3, 
ETV parameters values in equation (6). yDcD4z{zc/ 1D4z/ 

|}4�1D~ bD~ z 
v 

D1 82 13 D2 46.54 12.26 G 177.2 63.2 F 150.25 6.75 h 66.5 9.5 
 
 

The throttle valve system model given in 
equation (6) is a second order system and will be 
used later in designing an  ISMC that will force 
the state to track a certain desired throttle angle 
(system output). 

 
 

3. Integral Sliding Mode Control 
 

The major advantage of sliding mode is low 
sensitivity to plant parameter variations and 
disturbances which eliminates the necessity of 
exact modeling. Sliding mode control enables the 
decoupling of the overall system motion into 
independent partial components of lower 
dimension and, as a result, reduces the complexity 
of feedback design [13]. Sliding mode control 
implies that control actions are discontinuous state 
functions which may easily be implemented by 
conventional power converters with “on-off” as 
the only admissible operation mode. Due to these 
properties the intensity of the research at many 
scientific centers of industry and universities is 
maintained at high level, and sliding mode control 
has been proved to be applicable to a wide range 
of problems in robotics, electric drives and 
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generators, process control, vehicle and motion 
control. 

In the present, the nonlinear system is 
described by differential equations in an arbitrary 1-dimensional state space with a scalar control 
action: B� = 6�B,  � 
with B ∈ ℛ;, 6 ∈ ℛ;,  ∈ ℛ, and { denoting the 
time. The conditions that will ensure sliding 
motion may be obtained from geometrical 
considerations: the deviation from the switching 
surface / and its time derivative should have 
opposite signs in the vicinity of a sliding surface / = 	0 (or sliding manifold) [12]. lim�→�� /� < 0  and  lim�→�� /� > 0 
Or /∗ /� < 0                                                          …(9)  

Inequality in equation (9)  is referred to as 
reaching or sliding condition. The control signal 
that will ensure sliding motion (satisfying sliding 
condition) is selected as a discontinuous function 
of the state as follows: 
  �B� = 2 ��B�	�6	/ > 0 ��B�	�6	/ < 0�                                      …(10) 

 

where the scalar functions  ��B�, ��B� and /�B� 
are continuous and smooth, and  ��B� ≠  ��B�. 
Accordingly the sliding mode assumes to occur on 
the surface /�B� 	= 	0.  

A serious obstacle for utilization of sliding 
modes in control systems is a phenomenon 
referred to as “chattering”. The term chattering 
describes the phenomenon of finite-frequency, 
finite amplitude oscillations appearing in many 
sliding mode implementations [12]. The 
chattering in sliding mode control system can be 
eliminated by using a smooth function in the 
control. The price for this elimination is a steady 
state error as proved in reference [14]. 

As a new sliding mode controller design the 
Integral Sliding Mode Control (ISMC) seeks to 
eliminate the reaching phase by enforcing sliding 
mode throughout the entire system response [12]. 
In integral sliding mode the order of the motion 
equation is equal to the order of the original 
system rather than reduced by the dimension of 
the control input as in the conventional sliding 
mode design. For this reason, it is also named as 
the full order sliding mode. As a result, robustness 
of the system can be guaranteed starting from the 
initial time instant [12]. 

To derive the control law, consider the 
following dynamic system; 

 B� = 6�B� + 0�B� + d�B, {�                       …(11) 

 

where B ∈ ℛ;, 6 ∈ ℛ;, 0 ∈ ℛ;×
, ∈ ℛ and d ∈ ℛcollected the unmodeled dynamics, the non-
smooth nonlinearities and external disturbances. 
Rewrite Equation (11)  in terms of certain and 
uncertain dynamics as follows: B� = 6;�B� + 0;�B� + ∆6�B� + ∆0�B� +		d�B, {�                                                         …(12) 

where 6;�B�, 0;�B� and ∆6�B�, ∆0�B� are the 
nominal and the uncertain system dynamics in 
equation (11). In addition let the control law is 
redesigned to be   =  ; +  �                                                 …(13) 

Where  ; is the Nominal Control used to stabilize 
the nominal system dynamics with the desired 
characteristics. The nominal system dynamics is : B� = 6;�B� + 0;�B� ;                                  …(14)   

       The discontinuous control  � designed to 
reject the perturbation term in equation (12). The 
perturbation term and the design of the ISMC are 
clarified in the following analysis; equation (12) 
can be written as : B� = 6;�B� + 0;�B� ; + 0;�B� � + v�B,  �  
                                                                   …(15) 
       where v�B,  � = ∆6�B� + ∆0�B� + d�B, {� 
is the perturbation term. The perturbation 
attributable to parameter variations, unmodeled 
dynamics, non-smooth nonlinearities and external 
disturbances and is assumed to fulfill the 
matching condition  [12] i.e.,   v�B,  � = 0;�B�v��B,  �                               …(16)  

As a first step in ISMC design procedure, the 
sliding variable /�B� is defined as: /�B� = /5�B� + �,				/�B�, 	/5�B�	&	� ∈ ℛ
, …(17)           

       which consists of two parts: the first part /��B� may be designed as a linear combination of 
the system states, similar to the conventional 
sliding mode design; the second part � introduces 
the integral term and will be determined below. 
To apply the sliding condition in equation (9)  /� is 
differentiated as follows; /� = �/5�B B� + �� = �/5�B �6;�B� + 0;�B� ; 		+ 0;�B� � + v�B,  �� + �� 
    = ����9 �0;�B� � + v�B,  �� + ����9 �6;�B� +		0;�B� ;� + ��            
By choosing (similar to the derivation of the 
integral sliding mode in [12]) �� = − ����9 �6;�B� + 0;�B� ;�                      …(18)                                                        
 /�  becomes; 
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/� = ����9 �0;�B� � + v�B,  ��                       …(19)                                                              

And accordingly the sliding condition becomes; / /� = /	 ����9 �0;�B� � + v�B,  ��                   …(20) 

By selecting  � as in the conventional sliding 
mode  � = −e�B�	/�01�/�                                       …(21)                                                                    

Then equation (20) becomes; 
 / ∗ 	/� = /	 ����9 0;�B� � + /	 ����9 v�B,  � , 
Since  / ∗ /�01�/� = |/|, then 
 

 /∗ 	/� = −|/|	����9 0;�B�	e�B� + /	 ����9 v�B,  �   
         ≤ −|/|	����9 0;�B�		e�B� + |/|	�����9 v�B,  ��   
         ≤ −|/| �����9 0;�B�e�B� − �����9 v�B,  ���  
         ≤ −|/| �����9 0;�B�� �e�B� − ������ ��9,�������� 	��9�         

                                                                    …(22) 

where it is assumed that �����9 0;�B�� > 0. The 

discontinuous gain e�B� that will make the 
inequality in equation (22)  less than zero (sliding 
motion) is selected as follows; 

e�B� > ������ ��9,�������� 	��9�                     

or e�B� = e5 + ������ ��9,�������� 	��9� ,						e5 > 0               …(23)                                 

Where e5 is positive constant. Since the right 
hand side of equation (19)  is discontinuous due to  �, the sliding variable / will reached the origin in 
finite time  � [15] and the system dynamics then 
is in sliding motion. Accordingly the system 
dynamics can be determined using the equivalent 
control method as follows; when /�{� = 0, ∀	{ ≥�,  /��{� = 0 too and with v�B,  � satisfies 
matching condition in equation (16), the 
equivalent control can be determined from 
equation (19)                                                              

0 = ����9 �0;�B� � + v�B,  ��  
⇒ ¤0;�B� �¥¦§ = −v�B,  �                         …(24)                                 

Equation (15) with the equivalent control in 
equation (24) is reduced to the nominal system 
dynamics as given in equation (14) with a 

dimension equal to 1. For this reason, the ISMC is 
named as the full order sliding mode because the 
dimension in equation (14) is equal to the 
dimension of the original system in equation (11). 

To eliminate the reaching phase, which is a 
special property for the ISMC, the initial 
condition for � is selected such that the initial 
condition for the sliding variable / is zero. This 
means that the system dynamics is in sliding 
mode from the first instant. Namely by selecting ��0� = −/5�0� we have  /�0� = 0 and  /�{� =0,				∀	{ ≥ 0. 

The ideal control can now be selected as a 
continuous state feedback with the desired 
dynamic characteristics [12]. Eventually the 
integral sliding mode control law is; 

� �� = − ����9 6;�B� − ����9 0;�B� ;, 	��0� = −/5�0�	/ = /5 + �																																																																							 =  ; − e�B� ∗ /�01�/�																																												p        

                                                                      …(25) 
 
 

4. ISMC Design for Electronic Throttle 
Valve 

 
In this section, an ISMC is designed to the 

electronic throttle valve that taken into 
consideration the uncertainty in system model and 
the presence of a non-smooth nonlinearity and 
external disturbances. The nominal system for the  
reduced mathematical model (equation (6)) is 
given by; �B
� = B�																																																									B�� = −D
;�B
 − B
5� − D�;B� + G; ;s     …(26) 
 

Where the sliding variable is defined as; / = B� + �,			��0� = −B��0�                       …(27) 
 

To determine the control law for the ETV system 
we need to define and calculate the following 
according to equation (25); ����9 = ¤0		1¥, 6;�B� = ¨ B�−D
;�B
 − B
5� − D�;B�© ⇒ �/5�B 6;�B� = −D
;�B
 − B
5� − D�;B� 0;�B� = ª 0G;« ⇒ ����9 0;�B� = G;   

From equation (8) the perturbation term is  v�B,  � = ¨0d©  
        = ¬ 0−∆D
�B
 − B
5� − ∆D�B� + ∆G 																									−h/01�B�� − F/01�B
 − B
5�  
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 ⇒ ����9 v�B,  � = ∆D
�B
 − B
5� + ∆D�B�  																		+∆G − 	h/01�B�� 	− 	F/01�B
 − B
5�                                                                                  ⇒ �����9 v�B,  �� = |∆D
�B
 − B
5� + ∆D�B� +	∆G − h/01�B�� 	− 	F/01�B
	 −	B
5�|  
                             ≤ |∆D
||B
 − B
5| + |∆D�||B�| +	|∆G|| | + µ789 +	F789 

                         ≤ v8J|B
 − B
5| + v8K|B�| +		vl| ; − e�B� ∗ /�01�/�| 	+ 	µ789 +	F789 

                         ≤ v8J|B
 − B
5| + v8K|B�| +	vl| ;| + vl�B� + µ789 + F789 

∴ e�B� = 	e5 + k 
l�n �v8J|B
 − B
5| + v8K|B�| +	| ;| +	vle�B� +	µ789 +		F789�  
Then  by solving for e�B� we get  e�B� = k l�l���®n �e5 + k 
l�n �v8J|B
 − B
5| +	v8K|B�| + 	vl| ;| +	µ789 +	F789��        …(28)                          

In the next step the ideal control is designed as 
follows; first let z = B
 − B
¯ and z� = B� − B�¯ 
then the nominal model given in equation (26)  
becomes z° = −D
;�B
 − B
5� − D�;B� − B��¯ + G; ;                         
                                                                      …(29) 
Where B
¯ and B�¯ are the reference angular 
position and  reference angular velocity in state 
space, respectively. Accordingly the nominal 
control is designed as:  ; = k 
l�n 2D
;�B
 − B
5� + D�;B� + B��¯−±
z − ±�z� s           
                                                                      …(30) 
As a result, the nominal system error dynamics 
becomes; z° = −±
z − ±�z�, ±
, ±� > 0                         …(31) 
 

The values of  ±
 and ±� are assigned according to 
the required system dynamics characteristics.  
Finally the ISMC for the ETV  system is;                                                                        

��� = ±
z + ±�z� − B��¯, ��0� = −B��0�/ = B� + �																																																	 =  ; − e�B�/�01�/�																											p      …(32) 

with e�B� and  ;  are as given in equations (28) 
and (30) respectively. 
 

The integral sliding mode control, as can be 
notedfrom equation (32), leaves the electronic 
throttle valve with the required system 
characteristics equation (30) from the first instant.  
Note also that the sliding variable /5 can be 
chosen as a linear combinations of states but, 
however, it can be chosen in terms of the states 
that the control input acts through their channels. 
In the ETV, the input   exists in B� channel, 
accordingly we select /5 = B�. 
 
 

5. Simulation Results 
 

The simulations which are presented below are 
classified into three category. Each of them either 
explores the ISMC abilities or explains and 
analyzes the integral sliding mode controller 
features. The simulations are based on the full 
order model as given in equation (4) and the 
ISMC is as given in equation (32). Also  e�B�  
and  ;  are given  in equations (28)  and (30) 
respectively. 
Let e5 = 0.2, while the system parameters, their 
nominal values and maximum uncertainties are all 
given in Tables (2) and (3). Note that the value of e5 is slected small in order to reduce the 
amplitude of the chattering induced in system 
response. For the nominal controller  ;, ±
 and ±� 
are determined based on pole placement method. 
The poles are selected such that the throttle angle 
reaches the target without overshot as one of the 
main requirement in automotive industry. To this 
end, let the characteristic roots for the nominal 
system equation (31) are −35,−35, then  ±
 =35� and ±� = 70.  
       Throughout the simulations the ability of the 
ISMC are investigated in forcing the throttle valve 
plate angle to follow three different desired 
trajectories which are described as follows: 

Trajectory A  (Traj.A): constant reference throttle 
angle  �¯ = 70	dz0. 
Trajectory B  (Traj.B) [3]: the reference angle is 
piecewise constant; namely 
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�¯ = 5.44deg. 	6}c				0 ≤ { ≤ 1										= 70 deg. 	6}c				1 < { ≤ 2.5								= 25 deg. 	6}c				2.5 < { ≤ 4					= 45 deg. 	6}c				4 < { ≤ 5				  

 

Trajectory C (Traj.C): the reference angle is a 
periodic function given by 

�¯ = �π/180� ∗ µ30 + 3 ∗ sinq�2π3 � ∗ tr¹ 

In addition the initial conditions employed for all 

simulations are ��, �,� �� = �5.44°, 0,0�. 
 
 

5.1. Numerical simulation test 1: Control 
system performance with different 
system parameters 
 

The first set of simulations in this  simulation 
test is carried out with the following system 
parameters; 
 D�
 = −84, D�� = −40, D�C = 244,		 
 h = 65, F = 153				 
 DC� = −21, DCC = −1550, GC = 1100 
 

Note that the parameters values lie within the 
range of parameters as illustrated in Table (2). 

Figures. (4), (5) and (6) are the ETV system 
time responses for each type of trajectories 
presented above. They clarify the ability of the 
ISMC in forcing the throttle plate angle to follow 
the desired trajectory within an interval of time 
not exceeds 0.25	/z±. This time interval is related 
directly to the characteristic roots selected to the 
nominal system dynamics equation (31).  
 

 
 

Fig. 4.  Throttle angle versus time (Traj.A & 1st 
parameter set). 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Throttle angle & its desired versus time 
(Traj.B & 1st parameter set). 
                                                                                     

 
 
Fig. 6. Throttle angle versus time (Traj.C & 1st 
parameter set). 
 

       The main objective for the designed 
controller is to regulate the sliding variable / to 
zero level in finite time. As a main feature of the 
ISMC the sliding variable is equal to zero from 
the first instant i.e., / = 0, ∀{ ≥ 0. In fact, this is 
the ideal case where an infinite switching process 
is assumed. With a finite switching process 
around / = 0, the sliding variable oscillates 
around / = 0 with a certain bound as can be 
shown in Figures (7), (8) and (9). This bound is 
function of the switching gain e�B� and the 
interval of time used for the simulation process. 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Switching surface versus time (Traj.A & 1st 
parameter set). 
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Fig. 8. Switching surface versus time (Traj.B & 1st 
parameter set). 

 

 
 

Fig. 9. Switching surface versus time (Traj.C & 1st 
parameter set). 
 
 
      It can be also noted that the sliding variable 
requires less than 	0.005	/z±.	 to reach and stay 
very close to zero value. This is a direct 
consequence of ignoring the electrical system 
dynamics when designing the ISMC.  

The control signal (in voltage) for the three 
trajectory types are shown in Figures (10), (11) 
and (12). The figures show, for the sever case, 
where the throttle angle is opened to 70	° and 
when considering maximum uncertainty in system 
model, its value is less than 15 voltage. Note that 
the dark area in Figure (10) represent the high 
switching process of the controller due to the 
discontinuity nature of the sliding mode control 
law (Eq. (32)). 

 

 
 
Fig. 10. Control action (») versus time (Traj.A & 
1st parameter set). 

 
 

Fig. 11. Control action (») versus time (Traj.B & 1st 
parameter set). 

 

 
 

Fig. 12. Control action (») versus time (Traj.C & 
1st parameter set). 

 

 
The second set of simulations in this  

simulation use the following system parameters; D�
 = −75, D�� = −47, D�C = 248,h = 72, F = 145	DC� = −23, DCC = −2000, GC = 1200 

         The aim of this simulation is to show that the 
system response is identical to system response 
for the first set of simulation demonstrate which 
represents the distinguished property for the 
integral sliding mode control theory. This 
property is clarified later in the numerical 
simulation 2. The ETV system response for the 
trajectory types A, B and C are shown in Figures 
(13), (14) and (15). These figures are very similar 
to those in Figures (4), (5) and (6) since the 
nominal system dynamics are the same. 
         

 
 

Fig. 13. Throttle angle versus time (Traj.A & 2nd 
parameter set). 
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Fig. 14. Throttle angle & its desired versus time 
(Traj.B & 2nd parameter set). 
 

 
 
Fig. 15. Throttle angle versus time (Traj.C & 2nd 
parameter set). 
 
 

 

5.2. Numerical simulation test 2: Integral 
sliding mode controller characteristics 

 
In this  simulation, the characteristics of the 

ISMC are analyzed where the trajectory type A is 
considered in this  simulation and the parameters 
used for the simulation are the first set of 
parameters in the preceding  simulation test. 

In the first test, the aim is to show that the 
ETV system responses for trajectory A are 
identical for different system parameters (first and 
the second test in the first  simulation test) as 
shown in Figure (16). The  ETV system is 
accordingly invariant to the uncertainties in 
system parameters and to the non-smooth 
nonlinearities. 
 

 
 

Fig. 16. Throttle angle versus time (Traj.A 1st & 
2nd parameter set). 

 

Representing the ETV system by the nominal 
system dynamics from the first instant is main 
feature for system dynamics when using ISMC. 
Figure (17) shows the nominal system of equation 
(31)  and the ETV response for trajectory A where 
the curves appear very close to each other.  

 

 
 

Fig. 17. Throttle angle versus time (Traj.A actual & 
nominal throttle angle). 

 
 

The final test, it is devoted to plot the time 
history for the two terms of the sliding variable B� 
and �. Figure (18) shows that the term � is 
updated to maintain the sliding variable equal to 
zero. It can be deduced that the ISMC use a 
dynamic sliding variable to eliminate the 
uncertainty and the disturbances affecting the 
system dynamic and leaves it nominal.  
 

 
 

Fig. 18. Terms of sliding variables (¼½,¾) versus 
time. 

 
 

5.3. Numerical simulation test 3:Chattering 
problem 

 
When it is required to eliminate the chattering, 

the signum function which appears in the sliding 
mode control law is replaced by an approximate 
function. The arc tan function is used instead of 
the signum function as follows: 
 /�01�/� ≈ �¿ tan�
�ℎ ∗ /�                            …(33)  

                                                              
Where  ℎ > 1 is a design parameter adjusted in 

such a way that the response resembles the sliding 
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motion but in a continuous manner. The ETV 
system is simulated with approximate signum 
function as in equation (33)  for trajectory type A 
and the first set of parameters as in  simulation 
test 1.  

Figure (19) shows that the throttle valve 
response is very close to system response without 
approximation. The chattering in Figures (20) and 
(21) is greatly reduced compared with these in 
Figures (7) and (10).  
 

 
 

Fig. 19. Throttle angle versus time (Traj.A signum 
& arc tan function). 
 

 
 
Fig. 20. Switching surface versus time (Traj.A 
signum & arc tan function). 
 

 
 
Fig. 21. Control action (u) versus time (Traj.A 
signum & arc tan function). 
 
 
6. Conclusions 
 

In this work, the integral sliding mode control 
theory is utilized to design a robust controller for 
the Electronic Throttle Valve (ETV) system. 
ISMC has the ability to cancel the effect of 
disturbance and uncertainty from any dynamic 
system by partite the control into two  part first 

the ideal (or nominal) control  ; which is used to 
stabilize the nominal system dynamics  with  the 
desired characteristics and the second part is 
discontinuous control  � which is designed to 
reject the perturbation term. 

The main results in this work, due to applying 
the ISMC for the  ETV system, can be 
summarized as follows: 
1. The robustness of the proposed controller has 

been proved for a bounded uncertainty in 
system parameters with the presence of a non-
smooth nonlinearity and external disturbances 
and validated via numerical simulations for 
different parameters values in numerical 
simulation 1. 

2. The system response for different parameters 
(within the uncertainty bound) is identical. 
Namely, the ISMC eliminates the perturbation 
term and leaves the ETV and behaves as a 
nominal system; irrespective to the presence of 
the uncertainty in system model and the effects 
of the non-smooth nonlinearities. Although 
that this property is the main feature of the 
ISMC via the equivalent control method it is 
also proved in  simulation tests 1 and 2. 

3. The chattering problem is solved by replacing 
the signum function with arc tan function as 
approximation. In spite of this approximation, 
the time required to reach the target is still 
nearly equal (with suitable value for h) as 
proved in simulations test 3. The simulation 
results show that the chattering is eliminated. 
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TUA, . 0?67> 9JV 8$46ى ا=>?9R97ت و ا=9Q6%د G; ا'OP6ك ا,4%4د<9JM 0?67م ا,A(K اC) ا,45J>9ت ا,0F8 ;G &$2H0ك ا,$92رة B2C <6# ا'A6)ا8@ 
XJW_ ا,H9QA^ ا,JZ, &21]O(+84& >26:& و43د ا=956Cك وا,(2JQW . T\9# >+9م ا,9JQ, #5F6م ا,A(K 8] ا,Z16J?9ت ا,C &7H9Y)<5W ;G 9X(9234,4 ا,$92رات

be?9ت رMatching condition ( #2JQW ()e &$2H(2# ا,(+9م وe)م 0d KbFWط ا,G &b\91J; %) Uncertainty(وا,9a6<0 ، ا,G ;1]O; ا,4Jد<_ ا,0<9`;
K)A,9م اJQ\ #5F6Z, 012$J,ا.  

fJ),ا K,g)8 ;Z8956,012 ا$J,ام >+0<& ا(A6'ا _J7,ا اhھ ;G #W (ISMC)  [268 012$8 #2JQ6,)Robust (;<065و,iا K)A,9م اJQ\  #5F6Z, ( ETV 
,9JM _2XJW #W ،kم ا,K)A \(+9م ر<G 0>9a6,9\ 0Rl6> =  ;,9X8 ;`9; %2# ا,J(+84& وا,H9QA^ ا,O[21& ا9J6eدا B2C &>0+< K2?1W kZe 8] ا,FZ+& اjو.  (

K,g)J,ا ;Z8956,012 ا$J,2]. اHg3 [8 K,g)J,ا ;Z8956,012 ا$J,456ن >+0<& اW ، 967دJ,012 ا$J,ا=ول ھ4 ا)Nominal Controller ( #5F6> يh,وا
ا98 ا,:gء ا,02r ;<9X ا,A6$2G  0J6$J)م =زا,& 02R9W ، اي \)ون ا`01اب  و2b\  0>9aW# ا,kZe)System   Nominal (&84+)J ا,J(+84& ا,967Jدة  و<012$

9P2G &21]O,ا ^H9QA,02 اR9W &,84& وازا+)J,2# اb\  0>9a6,ا .K,g)J,ا ;Z8956,012 ا$JZ, اتg2J,ا t6?Rوأ  [د<9 8(e t6?R9رب ر<9`92 وأ:W v?' ل ا03اءO]
&UZ6A8 9=تF\9ة وV9FJZ, .#2b,ا wZ6AJ\ 967دةJ,9ت اUM4اJJ,9م ا+)V  0فQ6W K)A,9م اJM &84+)8 9ة أنV9FJ,ا yH96< t)2\ . ^H9Q] (>(FW [5J> B2C

Z5Y8 v8 _8976Z, 01& ا=d?9ع وا=رW:9ج 2\ 9JV(t %)رة ا,J$2. ا'9:6\& ا,(+9م وا,t%4 ا,Oزم ,gاو<& ا,A(4M4Z, Kل إ,k ا,J2b& ا,0F\ &\4Z1J<& و\)%&
)Chattering( ، &,ام دا(A6'9\ 9ج:W9ء ا=رa,ا #W 9ةV9FJ,ل اO] [JG)Arc tan (9رةdi8] دا,& ا =(\.   
  
  
 

  
 


